Dear Readers,

Each issue of NCR is filled with reporting, commentary and reflection that represent hours of work on the part of our editorial staff. In this issue, we shift our focus to you, our dear readers whose support through the years has sustained the NCR mission and made our work possible.

The following pages contain the names of donors who made a contribution to NCR between July 1, 2018, and June 30, 2019. The names in bold are those donors who have faithfully supported NCR for at least 10 consecutive years. At the bottom of this page are our NCR Legacy Society members, those donors who have included NCR in their estate plan, or left a legacy gift to NCR. And the last few pages of this section lists tribute gifts made in memory of or in honor of someone during our last fiscal year.

As a community, we sometimes follow different paths, but we have all found our way to these pages of NCR. It’s clear we share the same journey in faith and hope. We are privileged to have you with us, and are most grateful you are by our side.

Gratefully,

Tom Fox
CEO/President

NCR Legacy Society

The following donors have taken the next step by joining the NCR Legacy Society. Their legacy gifts help ensure NCR will be here for the next generations of readers. To find out more about including NCR in your estate plan, go to NCRonline.planmylegacy.org or call 1-800-444-8910.
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**CIRCLE OF HOPE**

* $5,000 to $9,999

- Denise L Carmody
- Dr Ann M Brill
- David Bonior
- Maureen M Bennett
- Anonymous

**PUBLISHER’S CIRCLE**

* $5,000 to $9,999

- Joanna Marie Lee
- Annette Lumont
- Joan & Bob McGrath
- Annette Lomont
- Charles Wuller

**ASSOCIATES**

* Names in bold indicate 10+ consecutive years of giving.

**CIRCLE OF HOPE ASSOCIATES**

* $1,000 to $4,999

- Anonymou
- Helen B Basmann
- Maureen M Bennett
- David Bonior
- Dr Ann M Brill

**JOHN XXIII SOCIETY**

* $10,000 and up

- Anonymous
- Mr & Mrs Robert L Berner, Jr
- Thomas E Bergeth, Jr
- Mrs Jane Bennik
- Deborah E Bennett
- Mr & Mrs Albert Goliz
- Sandra & Richard Counts
- Dominican Sisters of San Rafael
- Mary J Donnelly Foundation
- Dr Renee Dunham
- Tom & Teena Fox
- Ann & Morton Friedman
- Mr & Mrs Albert Goliz
- Charles A Rebecca Gibson
- Vivian Gibbette
- Mary J Hartmann
- George Hazler
- Joe & Yvonne Head
- Sheila Heimblender
- Ann Hunter
- Anne Jenkins
- Lee Kennedy
- Dan Kenny
- Dr Sara Charles Kennedy
- Shari Lee
- Loida Lewis
- Joseph & Margaret Luyenga
- Mrs Helen & Ay Luyns
- M Catherine Marylen
- James & Judith McShear
- Patricia McSweeney
- Betsy Mickel
- Patricia C Miles
- Mary Brennan Miller
- Stephen & Susan Miller
- Nicholas M Mohr
- Edmund J Nightingale
- Fr John G Ostler
- Kathleen O’Reilly
- Mary Pat & John O’Rester
- Charles & Veronica Peiter
- Suzanne Polen
- Bernie & Jim Porcelli
- Matt & Kathy Quinlan
- Ellen Kraner
- Elizabeth & Paul Ray
- James & Carolou Russell
- Mrs Michelle Saud
- Gerald M Sato
- Timothy W Sauvain
- Patricia R Schafer
- Mary Schrber
- Christine Schröder
- Fr Anthony J Schumacher
- Dan Schute
- Mrs & Mr Robert F Shannon
- Michael Shea
- Sisters of Charity of the Incarnate Word
- Sharon Lee
- Judith M Stanley
- L William Staudenmaier, Jr
- Marianne T Stephan
- Rev Fr Frederick I Terry
- Rev Dr Kenneth Ware
- Richard Welberge
- Thomas W Wiederholt
- Charles Winler

**EDITOR’S CIRCLE**

* $500 to $999

- Anonymous
- Shirley Adler
- Antoine C. Alain
- Marykn Antionik
- Lew & Nancy Baker
- Professor Lawrence Barmann
- John D Barry
- Paul S Bates
- Allanah Cleary Beb
- Diane Benson
- Jerry & Alice Beshower
- Nancy Bone
- Bob Bonnoll
- Joseph J Boyle, Jr
- Mrs & Mrs Mary Blyde Broen
- Barbara Brennan
- Helen Bunj
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- Linda M Clifford
- W Joseph Connolly
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- Brian Curnan, Jr
- Ellen & Phil Daniels
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- Diana L Diamond
- Susan Kavanagh
- Teresa & Alice Kelly
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- Sheila King
- Mrs Kathleen Klenike
- Daniel & Janet Kortenkamp
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- Catherine Keenos Lamb
- Mrs Celine M Larson
- James Lauer
- Michael Leahx
- Fr Tom McCormick
- Fr Paul F Monke
- Jim & Rita Moze
- Phyllis K Morris
- Rev Gene Nowak
- James S O’Connor
- Barbara Palocka
- W James Petru
- Maryann Pizarr
- Anne & E. S. Paul Delock
- Presentation Sisters - SD
- Piero M & Mary Puccini
- Dr Don Pupsheen
- Matthew Quiller
- Joseph F Regan
- Regents University Jesuit Community
- Rev Philip Rellenbeck
- Mary Jean Rivera
- Tom & Sally Roberts
- Leslie Robertson
- Mrs Katherine Russell-Enright
- David J Sauer

**BEACONS OF LIGHT**

* $250 to $499

- Anonymous
- Peter & Charlotte Mahoney
- Rev John J Abosta
- L Joseph Archias
- Reginald F Bland
- Mrs Ellen W Barth
- Raymond J & Lois J Mosco
- Behrendt
- Rev Robert Birnie
- Katherine Bennoi
- John J Berger
- Robert R Blackler
- Thomas C & Mary Bird
- Lebens & Richard Hoff
- Don & Mrs Leo T Bitzak
- Rev Robert Blandford, Jr
- Joan Blessing
- Peg & Dan Bloodworth
- Frank & Jo Boucher
- Thomas F Boyle
- Dr Robert Brady
- Fr Douglas C Brougher
- Michael J Bruch
- Dr William Byndyr
- Joseph Buckley
- Barbara Buhrler

**THANK YOU**

* Indicates Matching Gift.
Our paths lead us to act in mercy and kindness.
One Journey, Many Paths

We are called to share truth and challenge injustice.
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Dr Frank Mondi
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Rev Robert B Monti
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Jean Naumann
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Eric Nelson
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Together we speak truth to power.
We are on one journey in faith and hope.
Our Friends listing includes those who have made contributions between July 1, 2018, and June 30, 2019. Some contributors have chosen to remain anonymous. We have tried to ensure that all names are included and spelled correctly. Please notify us of any errors or omissions.